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The data
 2008:   391 images
 I    132 images
 R    132 images
 V    127 images
 2009:  150 images
 I:      55 images
 R:       46 images
 V:      49 images





Quasar observation is 






If we had the HST...
...but we have not.
Anyway, we have the 
1.54m Danish 
Telescope @ La Silla 
and we are PROUD of it 
:-)
  
Facilities not provided by HST
  
A good seeing image










A bad seeing image
2008-09-12, seeing >1.3''  V band





Reference image Reference convolved
Reference convolved Other image
Kernel
Subtracted image
 Development of an integrated C++ pipeline
 Flatfielding and debiasing
 Image registration, Background subtraction
 Kernel → FFT technique (currently under pyraf)
 HTML cross-browser interface 































































 Correct for time delays (Kochanek et al, ApJ 
2006)
 AD = -14.3 days
 AB =   -8.0 days
 AC =   -2.1 days
 Add  2010 data
 Automatize the pipeline
 Improve interface
  
  
